The Peculiar Matter Of Mr Myatt And Mr Long

For almost four decades The Peculiar Matter Of Myatt And Long has interested many of those interested in or curious
about the modern Occult group the Order of Nine Angles, since in respect of the Order of Nine Angles whether or not
Mr David Myatt is or was "Anton Long" is sui generis.
Sui generis because Anton Long not only devised the Occult philosophy and the praxises (such as the Seven Fold Way
with its Insight Roles, Culling, Star Game, Esoteric Chant, Grade Ritual of Internet Adept, and physical challenges)
that are - that presence - the Order of Nine Angles (O9A, ONA) but also authored nearly all of its texts from its
inception in the early 1970s to his retirement, as the extant Magus of the O9A, in 2011 c.e. As one person associated
with the O9A wrote:
"In modern occultism there are four main exponents of, and/or expositions of, what is often referred to as
Left Hand Path, and/or Satanic, esotericism. These are Anton LaVey and the Church of Satan; Michael
Aquino and the Temple of Set; Aleister Crowley and Thelema; and Anton Long and the Order of Nine Angles.
Whatever one's opinion of the Church of Satan, the Temple of Set, Thelema, or the Order of Nine Angles,
they all to great extent reflect the known and documented life, the personality, and the ideas or beliefs, of
the person most associated with them and who first expounded, or who first effectively codified, the
ideas/beliefs/praxis – or the esoteric philosophy – evident in them." {1}
With several academics - from Goodrick-Clarke in 2003, to Senholt in 2012, to Introvigne in 2016 {2} - and others,
from journalists to some of those associated with the O9A, writing that Anton Long was a pseudonym of David Myatt,
it was natural that many people would believe that "the role of David Myatt was and is essential to the creation and
existence of the ONA." {3}
However, to date no one - including academics - has provided any evidence from primary sources {4} that Myatt is
Anton Long or that Myatt wrote any of the thousands of O9A texts that form the O9A corpus.
In the case of Goodrick-Clarke, for example, he based his supposition on a work with the title Diablerie, a copy of
which is in the British Library {5} and which consists of comb-bound photocopies of a typewritten text and which
purports to be an account of the early life of Anton Long. While the account is superficially similar in some respects to
the childhood Myatt recounted in his 1980s memoir Autobiographical Notes: Towards Identity and the Galactic Empire
{6} - and subsequently in his 2013 autobiography Myngath {7} - there are discrepancies and errors, such as in
details of abode and schooling, as well as many vainglorious boasts such as being a 'cat-burglar' and his Occult group
holding a person prisoner for days before sacrificing them during a ritual. Which discrepancies and errors, and such
vainglorious boasts, have led several of those associated with the O9A to declare it is a forgery {8}, a claim also
made by Myatt himself who wrote, in respect of Goodrick-Clarke, that "the often fictitious account he gives of 'my life'
during that time is almost entirely taken from the fictional Diablerie manuscript." {9}
<small><b>Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc And Other Fallacies</b>

In a section of A Matter Of Honour sub-titled The Logical Fallacy of Incomplete Evidence - A Case Study, Myatt
analyses in some detail the claims made by Senholt in his 2008 Master of Arts thesis, which thesis Senholt later
revised for inclusion as a chapter in the book The Devil's Party: Satanism in Modernity, edited by Per Faxneld and
Jesper Aagaard Petersen and published by Oxford University Press in 2013.
Myatt writes:
"A reading of the thesis reveals two interesting things. First, the use of and reliance upon secondary and
tertiary sources, many of which are anonymous and many of which are derived from 'the world wide web',
that most unreliable source of information. For example, he relies on the book Black Sun by Goodrick-Clarke
even after admitting it contains errors and that the author offers no proof for the assumptions made in
respect of me and the ONA. Second, that Senholt, undoubtedly inadvertently, commits the logical fallacy of
incomplete evidence. That is, the multitude of facts and circumstances which do not support his contention
about me and the ONA are omitted."
Myatt details the factual errors made by Senholt, provides logical explanations for the claims made by Senholt - such
as the claim that since both Myatt and the O9A use the neo-nazi 'year of the fuhrer' calender and terms such as
'aeonic', there is a causal link between the two, post hoc ergo propter hoc - with Myatt then listing various facts about
his own life which contradict the assumption that he is or was a Satanist, facts (and primary sources) such as his semiautobiographical poetry, his published correspondence, his marriage in the 1990s in a Christian church, and his
ethical philosophy of pathei-mathos, which "reveal the ideas and experiences and (importantly) the failings of
someone so different from a satanist that they have to be ignored."
According to Myatt:
"it is matter of honour. Of personal knowing. As I mentioned [...] the traditional gentlemanly and ladylike
virtues and their cultivation are no longer the standard which individuals are expected to aspire to and to
uphold. Thus I do not expect the plethora of rumours and allegations about me to suddenly cease, although
I admit I do and perhaps naively nurture a vague hope that what I have written here may cause a few
individuals to reconsider the veracity of such rumours and allegations."

Yet despite Myatt's rebuttal and despite the lack of evidence from primary sources, Senholt's thesis and the chapter
based on it in the aforementioned book - together with the claims made about Myatt by Goodrick-Clarke and by others
{10} - have been cited by academics and non-academics alike as "proof" that Myatt is Anton Long and founded and
was involved with the O9A.
Which use of such sources is a classic example of argumentum ad verecundiam, of the fallacy of appeal to authority.
That academics such as Massimo Introvigne - in his Satanism: A Social History published in 2016 by Brill, Leiden, as
volume 21 in the series Texts and Studies in Western Esotericism - commit such a fallacy in respect of Myatt seems to
confirm Myatt's conclusion in his A Matter Of Honour essay
"that the research done by some modern authors and even some academics - whose works are published by
reputable publishers or quoted by others engaged in academic research - is inadequate and does not meet
the taxing criteria of scholarship." {11}
For Introvigne - professor of Sociology of Religions at the Catholic Pontifical Salesian University, Torino - fallaciously
wrote (i) that Goodrick-Clarke in his 2003 book Black Sun confirmed that Myatt was Anton Long, and (ii) that Senholt
"offered a number of elements confirming that Long was indeed Myatt." Fallacious because neither Goodrick-Clarke
nor Senholt provided any evidence from primary sources, with their 'circumstantial evidence' based on non-evidentiary
assumptions (as in Goodrick-Clarke assuming Myatt wrote Diablerie) or derived from fallacious reasoning (as in
Senholt unintentionally committing the fallacies of incomplete evidence and post hoc ergo propter hoc).
<small><b>The Authority Of Individual Judgment And The Fallacy Of Illicit Transference</b>

Those interested in 'The Peculiar Matter Of Myatt And Long' sometimes commit another fallacy, that of illicit
transference, by arguing from the particular to the general, as Massimo Introvigne does in his book by referencing
one item and then stating, on the basis of that one item, that the O9A has "more or less acknowledged that Anton
Long was a nom de plume of Myatt." {12}
The item cited by Introvigne was the e-text A Modern Mage: Anton Long and The Order of Nine Angles, which was later
published as a printed book under the title The Radical Philosophy of Anton Long . {13} The work contains an
introduction - and several articles - by Mr R. Parker, who wrote in the introduction that
"in order for a person to fully understand and appreciate the Order of Nine Angles - and to thus know what
being O9A means in the real world they should know about and understand the sinister-numinous life of
Anton Long because the person behind that nom-de-guerre was David Myatt."
It is fallacious to cite this work, and such a statement - or any such works or any such statements - as an
acknowledgement by the O9A that Myatt is Anton Long because the Order of Nine Angles is a leaderless collective - or
more correctly, "a movement, a subculture or perhaps metaculture that its adherents choose to embody or identify
with" {14} - and thus has no central authority and no one person, or any persons, who can claim to represent or who
can claim to speak or write on behalf of the O9A. Even the pseudonymous Anton Long never claimed such an
authority, writing in the early 1990s that
"There is no acceptance of someone else's authority [...] I claim no authority, and my creations, profuse as
they are, will in the end be accepted or rejected on the basis of whether they work. Satan forbid they should
ever become 'dogma' or a matter of 'faith'. I also expect to see them become transformed, by their own
metamorphosis and that due to other individuals: changed, extended and probably ultimately transcended,
may be even forgotten. They – like the individual I am at the moment – are only a stage, toward something
else." {15}
"You ask who has authority in the Order and what this authority represents. Basically, the only 'authority' is
that which arises or developes because of experience [...] I have no 'authority' in the real sense - I simply
offer advice and guidance based on my own experience. I am still learning. What I teach is not 'sacred' hopefully, it will be surpassed, refined, changed, when others discover and experience and attain." {16}
Anton Long is referring to one of the founding principles or traditions of the Order of Nine Angles, 'the way of
practical deeds', of individuals learning - via such means as the Seven Fold Way - from pathei-mathos, from their own
experience, a principle which has become known as The Authority Of Individual Judgment.
In practice this principle means that anyone or any nexion or nexions self-identifying as O9A can only present their
own personal views or opinions concerning the O9A, based as those may be on their own experience or learning.
Hence when someone such as Mr R. Parker writes that the person behind the nom-de-guerre Anton Long "was David
Myatt" they are only presenting - can only ever present - their own personal view or opinion. They are not presenting can never present - the view or the policy of the Order of Nine Angles.
That some individuals interested in 'The Peculiar Matter Of Myatt And Long' do not understand this, and/or commit the
fallacy illicit transference, is understandable. That an academic such as Introvigne does not understand this
fundamental O9A principle reveals a lack of understanding of the Order of Nine Angles, a lack deriving from an
inadequate knowledge of, a lack of scholarly research into, the Order of Nine Angles.
<small><b>The Legend Of Anton Long</b>

That no one, academics included, has provided any evidence from primary sources that Myatt is Anton Long is not
unexpected since in regard to the milieu of modern Occultism attention and interest hitherto has been focused on the
likes of Howard Levey, Michael Aquino, and Mr Crowley, and not on the Order of Nine Angles and Anton Long.

That - with perhaps one exception {17} - what little has been written and published by academics about The Peculiar
Matter Of Myatt And Long, and about the Order of Nine Angles, contains basic errors {18} {19} and assumptions,
with the authors committing various logical fallacies, is also unexpected, given the lack of scholarship - of extensive
research using primary sources - in what are relatively new fields of study, that of Western esotericism in general and
of modern Satanism in particular.
Consequently, given the importance, the uniqueness, of Anton Long in creating and developing O9A Occult philosophy
and praxises he remains - factually - something of a mystery to those associating themselves with the O9A movement
and to those academics interested in the O9A, with assumptions and conjectures about his identity, and fallacious
reasoning, having served to create and to perpetuate stories about him. Which mystery, which assumptions and
conjectures, and which stories, are advantageous to an esoteric movement.
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